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Howard & Howard Donates $12.5K to Tyler Robinson Foundation to
Aid Families of Pediatric Cancer Patients
ROYAL OAK, Mich., July 16, 2019 – Howard & Howard has donated $12,500 to the Tyler
Robinson Foundation. The donation was made in support of the Battle for Vegas charity softball
game played June 15 in front of a sold-out crowd at Las Vegas Ballpark, which included
attorneys from Howard & Howard’s Las Vegas office. The game featured players from the
Golden Knights, Oakland Raiders, and other athletes and celebrities. In total, more than
$136,000 was raised at the event.
The $12,500 gift from Howard & Howard is part of its “12 Months of Giving” philanthropic
initiative. As part of its 150th anniversary, Howard & Howard will be working with various
community and charitable groups in Michigan, Illinois, and Nevada, volunteering and donating
more than $150,000 throughout 2019.
About the Tyler Robinson Foundation
The Tyler Robinson Foundation (TRF) helps strengthen families financially and emotionally as
they cope with the tragedy of a pediatric cancer diagnosis by providing grants to offset out-ofpocket life expenses. TRF is the nonprofit organization of the Grammy Award-winning band
Imagine Dragons. TRF meets a critical need in communities across the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico. One in 285 children are diagnosed with cancer every year. While many pediatric cancer
organizations focus on growing awareness and support for families with the physical and
emotional toll of a diagnosis, the huge financial hardship cancer treatment places on families is
rarely discussed. More than 85 percent of every dollar TRF raises goes to families in need. More
at TRF.org.
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About Howard & Howard:
Celebrating its 150th anniversary this year, Howard & Howard is a fullservice law firm with a national and international practice, providing
legal services to businesses and business owners. With more than 160
attorneys, the firm has offices in Michigan (Ann Arbor and Royal Oak),
Illinois (Chicago and Peoria), Las Vegas, Nevada, and Los Angeles,
California. For more information, please visit howardandhoward.com.
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